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Leaders
to discuss
BAS future
Reviews call for
major, more money
Ryan Rendleman
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The director of Black American
Studies will meet with the dean
of the College of Liberal Arts
today to discuss the future of the
program.
Two reviews started in the fall
have been completed and will be
discussed today by the Rev. Joseph
Brown, director of BAS, and Alan
Vaux, interim dean of COLA.
The reviews assessed the strengths
and weaknesses of the program to
determine its future at the university.
Both the internal and external assessment agree the program
needs more funding and resources,
but the two disagree on the effectiveness of the program’s leadership
and the viability of its goals.
Campus programs are typically
reviewed every three to six years,
but BAS hasn’t been reviewed since
it began in 1968.
The external review — conducted by professionals in black studies
from Indiana University and Ohio
State University — praised the
effectiveness of the program, and
criticized SIUC for waiting so long
before considering an expansion of
the program into its own department with a major.
It said the university should
have kept the program up to date
with similar programs at other universities, because the SIUC program was one of the first BAS
programs in the nation. It also said
the university should make BAS a
priority in its budget.
See BAS, Page 9
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Medics tend to Robert Jurich, 71, of Carbondale, Thursday evening on West Main Street. Police said a car struck Jurich while he was
riding his bicycle the wrong way down the street. Jurich was taken to Carbondale Memorial Hospital for his injuries.

Car hits cyclist on Main Street
Bicyclist cited for
riding wrong way
on one-way street
Alicia Wade
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A vehicle struck a Carbondale
man on his bicycle while he was
riding on Main Street Thursday
evening.
The accident is the fourth inci-

dent involving a vehicle hitting a
person in Carbondale this year.
Carbondale police said at
approximately 5:15 p.m., 71-yearold Robert Jurich was riding his
bicycle east on West Main Street.
Police said a westbound car
driven by 49-year-old Jeffrey
Strueter of Murphysboro struck
Jurich as he was crossing the street
at the 900 block of West Main
Street.
According to police, Jurich
was traveling the wrong way on a
one-way street, and was cited for

the accident.
He was taken to Carbondale
Memorial Hospital by ambulance
to treat his injuries. No one else
was injured in the accident.
In January, two accidents were
reported to police, one causing a
death.
John Reames, 27, was killed
after a vehicle hit him at the intersection of Mill and Forest streets.
In the same month, SIUC
junior Emerson Stepp was injured
in a hit-and-run accident near the
intersection of Wall Street and

Grand Avenue.
Earlier this month, SIUC
junior Maryl Epplin was injured
in an accident where a Women’s
Night Safety Transit vehicle hit
her while she was in the crosswalk on Mill Street near Rawlings
Street, police said.
Campus police have reported
nine accidents involving pedestrians that resulted in serious injuries
since 2002.
alicia_wade@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 258

WHITE KIDS LOVE HIP HOP’

Black History Month lecturer to discuss
transcending power of rhyme, rhythm
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

Political hip hop lecturer Bakari Kitwana will speak on ‘Why White Kids Love Hip Hop’ at 8 tonight in
the Van Lente Auditorium in Neckers Hall.

Not much changed in the world
of commercial hip hop from the time
Ice Cube came out of Compton to the
time 50 Cent came out of the hospital, according to Bakari Kitwana.
What has changed is the amount
— and diversity — of the people listening, he said.
Kitwana, an author and cofounder of the National Hip Hop
Convention is scheduled to speak at
8 p.m. tonight in Neckers Hall’s Van
Lente Auditorium on “Why White
Kids Love Hip Hop.”
He said the speech would focus on
the ability of hip hop artists to bring
about a political message, among
other things.
Kitwana said he intends to show
those in attendance the power of the
genre.

“I’m trying to convey to young
people that they have the power to
change this society and shape it into
what they want it to be, and hip hop
right now, more than any other force
on the national scene, is offering
hope and possibility,” he said.
He said commercial hip hop has
continued to follow the same formula for decades, but there is a light
at the end of the tunnel.
“I think it’s very easy to dismiss
all corporate hip hop as just this kind
of pimps, players, g’s and hoes music,
and I think that that’s true much of
the time, but I don’t think it’s true all
of the time,” he said.
“Even within the corporate
manifestation of hip hop, sometimes
there are political messages that slip
through, whether it’s Kanye West
making statements that George
See HIP HOP, Page 9
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NEWS BRIEFS

CALENDAR

Black History Month

Dr. James E. Walker High School History
Knowledge Bowl
• 1 to 3 p.m. Saturday at the Student
Center, Ballroom D

Soul food dinner

• 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday at the
Recreation Center, Alumni Lounge
• Free food, games and admission

Saluki baseball
vs. Central Michigan

• 2 p.m. today, 1 p.m. Saturday at Abe
Martin Field
• Free admission

Archdiocese improves handling of sex abuse

C H I C AGO (AP) — An eight-month review of the Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago
showed some improvements in the handling of clergy sex abuse cases, but pointed to
areas that were “far from perfect.”
According to the advisory committee’s report, the archdiocese has conducted
59,000 criminal background checks, required additional training for employees, hired a
consultant and plans to instantly remove any priest accused of sexual abuse.
The committee recommended that the archdiocese prod younger priests who are
being monitored to resign voluntarily and, “ways should be found to enforce more
restrictive living conditions for those who will not resign.”
Cardinal Francis George appointed a nine-member committee made up of judges,
child welfare advocates and law enforcement officials to review the archdiocese in the
wake of the January 2006 arrest of former pastor Daniel McCormack.
McCormack was charged with abusing five boys between 2001 and 2005 at St.
Agatha Catholic Church and Our Lady of the Westside School. He has pleaded not
guilty to all charges.

Man must repay wages after faking son’s death

Women’s basketball
vs. Evansville
• 7:35 p.m. today at SIU Arena
• Tickets are $2
• Wear pink to support breast cancer
awareness

10th annual ‘Rec Your
Body’ indoor triathlon

• 9 a.m. Sunday at the Recreation Center
• Swim -10 minutes, stationary bike - 20
minutes, run - 15 minutes
• Recreation Center opens at 8 a.m. for
participants; meeting for all competitors
at 8:45; field is limited to four waves of 15
participants
• $10 for students and Recreation Center
pass holders, $15 for all others

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.
Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

R O C H ESTER, N.Y. (AP) — A salesman was ordered to pay back more than $50,000 to
an Atlanta-based software company that accused him of begging off work for months by
falsely claiming his young son was stricken with cancer.
Lancope Inc. said in a lawsuit that Michael Ruffalo launched a tale of hardship right
after he took a sales job in November 2005 as a regional account manager. He was given
paid leave and unmasked as a liar four months later when the firm tried to send flowers
after being told the boy had died, the lawsuit said.
Ruffalo must return $52,517 in wages, benefits and interest because he failed to
answer Lancope’s complaints over the last nine months, state Supreme Court Justice
Kenneth Fisher ruled in a default judgment this week.

Police ban pellet guns that killed Red Sox fan

B O S TON (AP) — The Boston Police Department is getting rid of the pepper-pellet
guns blamed for the death of a college student during Red Sox celebrations more than
two years ago.
“Never. They’ll never again be used in the city of Boston,” police Commissioner Edward
Davis told the Boston Herald for Thursday’s edition.
The department’s 13 pellet guns, bought before the 2004 Democratic National
Convention, will be melted down and recycled into sewer caps.
The weapons, designed to deliver non-lethal force, haven’t been used since Oct. 21,
2004, when Emerson College student Victoria Snelgrove died hours after being struck in
the left eye with a pellet fired by police.
Snelgrove’s death, which occurred as thousands of people celebrated the Red Sox
American League Championship Series Game Seven victory over the New York Yankees,
was the only time the weapons were used by Boston police. Two other revelers were struck
in the head and survived.

U.S. relaxing new passport rules for children

POLICE REPORTS
There are no items to report today.

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

WA S H INGTON (AP) — Children will be exempt from new rules that will require
travelers to show passports when entering the U.S. at land or sea borders, the Bush administration announced on Thursday.
The new passport requirements will take effect as soon as January 2008. In a change
from earlier plans, children aged 15 or younger with parental consent will be allowed to
cross the borders at land and sea entry points with certified copies of their birth certificates
rather than passports.
Children aged 16 through 18 traveling with school, religious, cultural or athletic groups
and under adult supervision will also be allowed to travel with only their birth certificates.
Beginning last January 23, nearly all air travelers entering the U.S. who are citizens
of Canada, Mexico, Bermuda or the Caribbean — as well as returning American citizens
— have been required to display passports. Children entering the United States by air will
still be required to show passports.

AccuWeather 5-Day Forecast for Carbondale

AccuWeather.com

®

TODAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Clouds limiting
sunshine

A thunderstorm or
two

Clouds and sun;
breezy

Times of clouds
and sun

Mostly sunny

38°

52°

42°

56°

Illinois Weather

29°

47°

28°

47°

National Cities

Almanac
Carbondale through 3 p.m. yesterday

Rockford
32/23
Rock Island
40/24

Peoria
40/32

High/low yesterday .................... 54°/41°
Normal high/low ........................ 48°/26°

Precipitation:

24 hours ending 3 p.m. yest. ........ 0.00”
Month to date ............................... 1.70”
Normal month to date ................... 2.29”
Year to date .................................. 5.08”
Normal year to date ...................... 5.20”

Sun and Moon

Quincy
44/40

Champaign
40/30
Springfield
45/36

Sunrise today ......................... 6:37 a.m.
Sunset tonight ........................ 5:44 p.m.
Moonrise today ...................... 9:54 a.m.
Moonset today ..................... 12:07 a.m.
New
First
Full
Last

Feb 24

Mar 11

-30s
-0s
0s

Cairo
54/36

Regional Cities
City
Bloomington
Cape Girardeau
Champaign
Chicago
Danville
Edwardsville
Moline
Mt. Vernon
Paducah
Peoria
Quincy
Rockford
Springfield

Mar 3

Today

Hi
41
52
40
33
38
51
38
49
54
40
44
32
45

Lo
28
39
30
22
32
37
28
35
39
32
40
23
36

W
c
c
pc
pc
pc
c
c
pc
pc
c
c
c
c

Hi
44
56
41
39
44
51
42
54
60
40
43
38
43

Mar 18

Sat.
Lo
36
43
36
29
35
38
30
40
45
32
31
26
36

20s

Calgary
28/12
Seattle
44/38
Billings
40s
40/24

30s
San
Francisco
57/43

Warm Front
Stationary
Front

30s
50s

60s
60s
70s

La Paz
81/59

80s

30s

Montreal
16/6

El Paso
69/44

70s

Chihuahua
79/37

80s

20s

Detroit

20s 27/15

Toronto
19/7

Chicago
33/22

30s
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s
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t
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c
sh
pc
pc
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s
sh
c
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s

Hi
63
34
48
74
39
43
50
60
68
75
32
78
65
58
46
45

Sat.
Lo
49
16
40
44
18
40
29
39
45
57
25
58
43
47
38
28

W
s
pc
r
t
sn
r
t
s
pc
pc
s
s
s
r
r
s

60s

Houston
75/63
Monterrey
88/64

Shown are
noon positions
of weather
systems and
precipitation.
Temperature
bands are
30s
highs for the
10s day. Forecast
high/low
temperatures
20s are given for
selected cities

New York
34/21

Washington
40s 42/22

50s

60s

70s

10s

10s
Minneapolis
28/21

Denver
52/26

60/46

Cold Front

0s
Winnipeg
23/12

50s 40s

40s
50s
Los Angeles
60s

20s

10s

Vancouver
46/39

40s

0s

-0s
0s

30s

W
r
t
r
i
r
r
r
r
t
r
r
i
r

-0s

-10s

20s

Lo
42
16
24
54
26
22
40
38
35
58
21
51
44
43
38
22

All forecasts and maps provided by
AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007

-30s
-20s

Anchorage
8/-7

10s
20s

Today

Hi
65
30
42
71
52
37
49
56
56
71
34
74
62
57
44
42

Legend: W-weather, s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy,
c-cloudy, sh-showers, t-thunderstorms, r-rain,
sf-snow flurries, sn-snow, i-ice.

National Weather Today

Carbondale
52/38

Shown is today’s
weather. Temperatures
are today’s highs
and tonight’s lows.

City
Atlanta
Boston
Cincinnati
Dallas
Denver
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Las Vegas
Nashville
New Orleans
New York City
Orlando
Phoenix
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington, DC

Temperature:
Chicago
33/22

33°

50°

Atlanta
70s 65/42

Miami
Miami
79/64

Showers
T-storms
Rain
Flurries
Snow
Ice
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Jack looks to move Carbondale forward
Alicia Wade

Café.
“The moment I came to
Carbondale I noticed a different
Carbondale City Councilman energy here than I had felt most of
Lance Jack is hoping to keep mov- the places I’d ever been,” Jack said.
ing Carbondale in the direction “At the same time, I noticed that
the current council started almost as a community we really weren’t
four years ago.
living up to our potential.”
When Jack took his seat at
Jack said he hopes to address
the council table after the last zoning issues in the northeast and
election, he said he felt the city northwest sides of Carbondale in
government was
order for more
injected with a
local businesses
new energy it
to be set up in
had not previarea.
’m more a believer that theHe
ously seen.
said zon“Four years
if you work to get a lot ing laws created
ago there was
in 1974 caused
of little things done, that “residential desvery little that
the city govon a local level, it helps erts” that inhibernment
did
ited
interacto make a city that much tion between
to reach out to
the community
neighbors and in
more livable.
and say, ‘What’s
neighborhoods.
— Lance Jack
going on? How
With more
City Council candidate
can you help
local businesses
us help everywithin the areas,
body?’” he said.
people will be
Now, Jack
able to walk to
is hoping to continue that trend the grocery store or use other
within the city and work to make services instead of driving across
the community what he called town, Jack said.
“more livable.”
“I’m not talking about coming
“I’m more a believer that if you in and razing a block and throwwork to get a lot of little things ing in a Wal-Mart,” he said. “I’m
done, that on a local level, it helps talking about allowing people that
to make a city that much more liv- want to, to run a beauty shop out
able,” Jack said.
of their house or have their lawyers
After living in Wyoming, Jack office in their house.
said he moved to Carbondale to
Kim Treger, owner of Walk the
live with friends who were students Line and long-time friend of Jack’s,
at SIUC.
said one of his greatest assets is his
He has lived in the commu- ability to see both sides of the
nity for almost 15 years. Jack, who issue, especially when it comes to
called himself an entrepreneur, also city and university relations.
said he helped to open Harbaugh s
“It’s like he has a foot in both
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Lance Jack talks to fellow City Council member Sheila Simon at a council meeting Tuesday night at
City Hall. Jack is currently running for re-election for the position.
camps,” Treger said. “It’s like with
my business — we wouldn’t survive
on just city business or just student
business alone.”
Treger’s business is located
in the downtown area, which is
something, Jack said, the city has
improved in the time he has been
on the council.
He said along with the visual
improvements of tearing down old
buildings in the area, the city has

Chicago readies itself for
visit by Olympic officials
Deanna Bellandi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

C H I CAG O — The city’s
Olympic organizers have so far raised
millions of dollars as they compete to
bid for the 2016 Summer Olympic
Games, but those aren’t the only assets
they’ve got in the bank.
Basketball great Michael Jordan
has committed to help the Chicago
organizing committee.
“He has said ‘I want to help when
you really need me,’” Patrick Ryan,
the city’s chief Olympic organizer,
told a downtown civic club group on
Thursday.
Ryan said the time will come to
lean on Jordan if Chicago is chosen
over Los Angeles as the American bid
city and has to compete against international cities to host the games. The
International Olympic Committee
won’t pick the host city until 2009.
Other cities that have expressed
interest are Madrid, New Delhi,
Prague, Rio de Janeiro, Rome and
Tokyo.
Chicago sports business consultant
Marc Ganis said the committee should
make Jordan, a former Olympian, a
prominent figure in its bid because he
is known worldwide.
“I would have him be the face, the
voice and the persona” of the Chicago
bid, Ganis said.
A U.S. Olympic Committee
inspection team is scheduled to visit
here next month to decide between
Chicago and Los Angeles. The
USOC will makes its decision after
the cities make presentations at its
April 14 meeting.
While USOC officials are in

Chicago March 5-7, there will be downtown civic club.
some things they just won’t be able to
Ryan also touted the compactexperience firsthand.
ness of a Games in Chicago, which
They can’t visit the Olympic sta- would be situated around downtown,
dium because it isn’t built yet. Neither compared to the more sprawling
is the Olympic Village. Ditto on some Los Angeles area. The 11-member
of the venues.
USOC team will visit Los Angeles
And March in Chicago is nothing next week.
like the summer.
The USOC inspection team will
“Even if it’s cold, just so it’s clear, be evaluating the cities’ bids in areas
and they can see the beautiful city and including finance, venues, transportathe skyline,” Ryan said.
tion, security and accommodations for
Ryan said the USOC evalua- visitors to the Games. They also will
tion committee
tour facilities and sites
will have “very
where venues would
dramatically difbe built, said USOC
ferent” options
spokesman Darryl
ven if it’s cold,
when it comes to
Seibel.
choosing between
Leading up to the
just so it’s clear,
Chicago and Los
USOC visit, Chicago
and they can see the organizers have
Angeles.
Los Angeles,
beautiful city and the another fundraiser
which hosted the
planned for March
skyline.
1984 Summer
1 where they expect
Games, already has
— Patrick Ryan to raise more than $3
city’s chief Olympic organizer million, Ryan said.
nearly all its venues
built. Chicago still
He said last month
has many to build,
that the group already
including a $366 million temporary had raised $25 million — $5 million
stadium and a $1.1 billion lakefront more than the USOC expected the
athletes village.
cities to have by March 31.
Ryan disagrees with those who
As a USOC decision nears, Ganis
have considered Los Angeles an early said one Chicago weakness is that
favorite because of its existing venues. it does not have a history of hosting
He says it’s a positive that Chicago world-class, Olympic sporting comwill get to create new urban legacies petitions.
with the Games, including converting
Another may be its international
the athletes’ village to a new lakefront appeal as compared to other cities,
community once the sporting events said Evan Morgenstein, president
are over.
of a management company that
“Los Angeles will host the represents Olympic athletes.
Games in existing facilities. They’ll
“The beauty of Chicago may be
look the same before, during and lost” on some of the international
after,” Ryan said Thursday at a IOC members, he said.

‘‘E

worked to move businesses into
the area and created tax increment
financing districts.
“It’s very difficult to go up and
down the Strip now and find an
empty storefront,” Jack said.
He also said this year he hopes
more people vote in the elections.
During the last election, a group
registered 1,000 people on campus,
Jack said. But the number of those
who actually voted, he added, was

www.

disappointing.
“Too many people don’t take
part in their democracy and then
they wonder why things aren’t
going the way they like them to,”
Jack said.
“When four thousand people
get out to vote for mayor, that’s a
little disappointing.”
alicia_wade@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 258
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TEXAS

AWOL soldier
sentenced to seven
months in prison
F O R T H O O D, Texas (AP) — A soldier who admitted fleeing from the
Army rather than deploying to Iraq for
a second time was sentenced Thursday
to seven months in a military prison
and given a bad conduct discharge.
Spc. Mark Wilkerson, who pleaded
guilty to desertion and missing troop
movement earlier Thursday as part of a
plea deal, could have been incarcerated
for up to 10 months.
Wilkerson said he decided to go
AWOL because his conscientious objector status was denied a month before
his unit was to return to Iraq in early
2005. Wilkerson, who was 17 when he
enlisted, has said his views on the war
changed after he served in Iraq for a
year beginning at the start of the March
2003 invasion.

News

U.N.: Iran still enriching uranium
George Jahn
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

VIENNA, Austria — Iran has
expanded its uranium enrichment
program instead of complying with
a U.N. Security Council ultimatum
to freeze it, the U.N. nuclear watchdog agency said Thursday in a finding that clears the way for harsher
sanctions against Tehran.
“Iran has not suspended its
enrichment-related
activities,”
the International Atomic Energy
Agency said in a report.
Although its information was
based on material available to it
as of Feb. 17, a senior U.N. official familiar with Iran’s nuclear file,
speaking on condition of anonymity
because he was not authorized to

speak on the issue, suggested the
IAEA’s conclusion remained valid
as of Thursday.
The IAEA detailed recent activities showing Tehran expanding its
enrichment efforts — setting up
hundreds of uranium-spinning centrifuges in an underground hall and
bringing nearly nine tons of the
gaseous feedstock into the facility in
preparation for enrichment. It added
that Iranian officials had informed
the agency that they would expand
their centrifuge installations to have
thousands of them ready by May.
The conclusion — while
widely expected — was important
because it could serve as the trigger for the council to start deliberating on new sanctions meant
to punish Tehran for its intransi-

gence over its nuclear program.
In the report, written by IAEA
Director General Mohamed elBaradei, the agency also said the
Islamic republic continues building
both a reactor that will use heavy
water and a heavy water production plant — also in defiance of the
Security Council.
Both enriched uranium and plutonium produced by heavy water
reactors can produce the fissile
material used in nuclear warheads.
Iran denies such intentions, saying
it needs the heavy water reactor
to produce radioactive isotopes for
medical and other peaceful purposes
and enrichment to generate energy.
The six-page report also said that
agency experts remain “unable ... to
make further progress in its efforts

WASHINGTON

Military
discovers
car bomb
factory

Still no verdict in
CIA leak trial
WA S H I N G T O N (AP) — Jurors
reached no verdict Thursday on whether former White House aide I. Lewis
“Scooter” Libby obstructed the investigation into who leaked the identity of
a CIA operative married to a prominent
Iraq war critic.
The jury went home until Friday.
In a day and a half of deliberations,
the eight women and four men have
issued only two brief written notes,
which suggested they are methodically
reviewing the evidence against the former chief of staff to Vice President Dick
Cheney.
In addition to obstruction of the
leak investigation, Libby is charged
with lying to the FBI and a grand jury
about how he learned and who he told
about CIA operative Valerie Plame.

Janitor service
owners charged
in sweep of illegal
immigrants
WA S H I N G TO N (AP) — Three top
officials of a nationwide cleaning service were charged Thursday with fraud
and tax crimes as part of a federal investigation that also netted more than 200
illegal immigrants in 17 states.
The workers were swept up early
Thursday in 63 locations nationwide,
including restaurants such as the House
of Blues, Hard Rock Cafe, ESPN Zone,
Planet Hollywood and others.
RCI co-owners Richard M.
Rosenbaum and Edward Scott
Cunningham, and firm controller
Christina Flocken, face various criminal fraud, immigration and tax charges
in the 23-count indictment unsealed
in U.S. District Court in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
The investigation, led by U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement,
began 20 months ago from concerns
about cleaning crews at the Grand
Traverse Resort in northwestern
Michigan.

SYDNEY

Protesters greet
Cheney on rare visit
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) — Police
clashed Thursday with demonstrators
protesting the visit of Vice President
Dick Cheney hours before he arrived in
Australia to thank one of Washington’s
staunchest supporters in the increasingly unpopular war in Iraq.
Ten people were arrested after
about 200 demonstrators at Sydney’s
town hall tried to break through a
police cordon and march on the U.S.
consulate about four hours before
Cheney’s plane landed.
Iraq and other security issues are
expected to dominate Cheney’s visit
and talks with Prime Minister John
Howard, who is under increasing political pressure to set an exit strategy for
Australia’s 1,400 troops in and around
Iraq.

to verify fully the past development
of Iran’s nuclear program” due to
lack of Iranian cooperation.
That, too, put it in violation of
the Security Council, which on Dec.
23 told Tehran to “provide such
access and cooperation as the agency
requests to be able to verify ... all
outstanding issues” within 60 days.
The report — sent both to the
Security Council and the agency’s
35 board member nations — set the
stage for a fresh showdown between
Iran and Western powers.
Before the report was issued,
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice said the U.S. and its allies
would use the Security Council
and other “available channels” to
bring Tehran back to negotiations
over its nuclear program.

Kim Gamel
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

M C C LATCHY -TRIBUNE

Prince Charles has a word with his sons, Prince William, center, and Prince Harry in 2006. Prince
Harry graduated from Sandhurst, Britain’s elite military academy.

Prince Harry to be sent to Iraq
Tariq Panja
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LO ND O N — He’s the redheaded son of the late Princess
Diana, the rowdy royal known
more for dancing until dawn than
waking for battle. But Britain’s
party prince, Harry, is getting his
wish and is being deployed to Iraq
this spring with his Blues and
Royals regiment.
Royal officials announced
Thursday that the 22-year-old
prince would fight for his country, confirming feverish tabloid
speculation about the future of
the best-recognized tank commander in Britain. His regiment
is expected to set out in May or
June for a six-month tour.
Harry, a second lieutenant, has
been trained to lead a team of
12 men in four armored reconnaissance vehicles and could
become the first British royal to
see combat since his uncle, Prince
Andrew, flew as a Royal Navy
pilot in the Falklands War against
Argentina in 1982.
Word of the deployment
comes one day after Prime
Minister Tony Blair said British
troop numbers in Iraq will be
cut by 1,600 in coming months.
The tabloid newspaper, the Sun,
opined — “1,600 out ... One in.”
Iraqi insurgents might seek to
target Cornet Wales — as Harry
is known in the Blues and Royals.
That has led to some concern that

his presence could bring an extra the deployment as a public
risk to fellow soldiers.
relations stunt.
“In a sense, his celebrity might
“These things (are) just to
be a factor in making the secu- beautify the picture ... The
rity situation for his troop more British government wants also
dangerous,” said Michael Clarke, to boost the (morale) of their
a professor of war studies at troops,” said Sabah Ali, a 35London’s King’s College.
year-old worker at the Iraqi
Britain’s Ministry of Defense Oil Ministry.
has previously said Harry could
In joining the military,
be kept out
Harry followed
of
situaroyal tradition.
tions where
In addition to
f he didn’t go, it would Prince Andrew’s
his presence
could jeopFalklands War
be very bad for the
ardize his
service, Harry’s
morale of the troop. It’s father, Prince
comrades.
There has
Charles, was a
like a family.
been specupilot with the
— Micheal Clarke Royal Air Force
lation that
professor of war studies, and Royal Navy,
he will be
Kings College of London
shadowed by
and a ship combodyguards.
mander. His
But a source close to the prince, grandfather, Prince Philip, had
speaking on
condition of ano- a distinguished career in the
nymity because he was not autho- Royal Navy during World War
rized to speak to the media, told II.
The Associated Press that Harry
Even Queen Elizabeth
would not be given any special II served before becoming
protection.
monarch — she was trained
In Britain, Harry’s upcoming as a driver in the Women’s
deployment was taken in stride. Auxiliary Territorial Service
Blair described Harry’s decision during World War II.
as in keeping with his character.
“He would be appalled if
Others thought fighting in his troop went to do someIraq was an appropriate task for thing without his command
the man who is third in line to and they would be too,” Clarke
the throne.
said.
But in Baghdad, Iraqis, who
“If he didn’t go, it would be
have endured much pain since the very bad for the morale of the
2003 U.S.-led invasion, described troop. It’s like a family.”
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BAG H DA D, Iraq — The
U.S. military warned Thursday that
insurgents are adopting new tactics
in a campaign to spread panic after
troops uncovered a car bomb factory with propane tanks and chlorine
cylinders — possible ingredients for
more chemical attacks following three
explosions involving chlorine.
Those blasts and a recent spate
of attacks against helicopters have
raised fears that insurgents are trying to develop new ways to confront
U.S. and Iraqi forces. Any increase in
chemical bombings could complicate
the Baghdad security crackdown, now
in its second week.
Lt. Gen. Ray Odierno, the No. 2
American commander in Iraq, said
he did not think the attacks signaled
a more capable insurgency. Instead, he
said they were merely an attempt to
provoke fear.
“What they’re trying to do is ...
adapt in such ways where they can
continue to create instability,” Odierno
said.
The general also said at least two
suspects have been arrested in the
downing of eight helicopters since Jan.
20, but he gave no further details.
The raid on the car bomb factory occurred late Tuesday in the volatile western province of Anbar, U.S.
authorities said. U.S. troops discovered a pickup truck and three other
vehicles that were being prepared
as car bombs, as well as detonation
material in five buildings.
“We also found ingredients to be
used to devise or enhance explosives,
such as fertilizer and chlorine cylinders,” Odierno told Pentagon reporters by video-link.
Insurgents have detonated three
trucks carrying chlorine canisters since
late January. The most recent attack
occurred Wednesday in Baghdad,
killing five people and sending more
than 55 to hospitals.
Although relatively few people
have been killed or seriously injured
in the chlorine blasts, such attacks are
unnerving and can cause panic among
a people suffering severe psychological
strains after nearly four years of war.
With low levels of exposure, chlorine,
which was used as a weapon in World
War I, can cause breathing problems
and irritate the skin. At high levels,
it is fatal.
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The good, the bad and the ugly
Mayoral candidates
tackle relations between
landlords, tenants in city
Andrea Zimmermann
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Editor’s Note: This is the final installment of a
four-part series examining issues in the upcoming
mayoral election. The primary is Feb. 27.

Apartment complexes on the east
and west sides of town have shot up in
the past few years. SIUC has also joined
the new housing frenzy by building its
own apartments on Wall Street and
Grand Avenue.
But it’s no secret that some rental properties in Carbondale are less than desirable.
All of the candidates running for mayor
recognize the need for increased enforcement, but differ on how they would like to
see it carried out.
Policing the new and old product as
well as the property owners who run them
has been a struggle for the city, said Tom
Grant, manager of the city’s Building and
Neighborhood Services.
Since the City Council stepped up
inspection periods in the mid-1990s, when
rental units were estimated at 5,000, Grant
said the number of units has reached at least
8,000. But no new code enforcement officers
have been added.
Grant said the housing boom in the past
few years has been dramatic. Then he said
inspectors have to play detective to determine who is negligent.

“It’s a constant struggle,” Grant said.
“You’ve got two things going on — students
having too much fun and tearing (properties) up or landlords not fixing things.”
Mayor Brad Cole said the city has
requested an additional code inspector
for the upcoming budget, and the council has approved several changes to the
leasing process that has made the process
more transparent.
“Our housing stock now is better than
it ever has been,” Cole said, referring to the
many apartment complexes that have been
built on both sides of town.
But he said the older rental homes and
apartments are becoming more difficult
to manage.
While he was unwilling to release details,
Cole said he is working on a plan to deal
with the older units.
Candidate Jessica Davis said landlordtenant relations is one of the main reasons
she decided to run for mayor.
She said she supports bringing on another inspector because she wants to see the
units inspected more frequently to match the
living cycles of students.
She also wants to see a way to submit a
complaint through the city’s Web site.
“I think renters really serve as the
eyes of the city,” she said. “That will go
a long way in addressing a lot of these
repeat offenders.”
Councilwoman and mayoral candidate
Sheila Simon said she would also like to see
a searchable database created to allow a way
for students looking to move off-campus to
research their potential new home.
Simon said she agrees that the city needs
another code inspector. She said the city
should institute a fee that property owners
would pay per unit inspection.

“Obviously (Cole) likes the idea of hav- and the larger ones.
ing another code person,” Simon said. “The
She said an inspection fee would make
only thing I haven’t heard is how he is going her business much harder to operate than
to pay for it.”
the owners who have hundreds of properCole said during Wednesday’s mayoral ties. She said a fee may start out small, but
forum that Simon’s proposed fee would force it would likely continue to increase over
tenants’ rent to increase.
the years.
But Simon contends that a small fee
“It’s such a problem because (the counwould make a small rent increase worth it.
cil) keeps coming up with these things,”
“Any fee, no matter what, will be passed Pieczka said. “For a small landlord, that is
on to the tenant, but in trying to look at it just a lot.”
from the tenant’s perShe said she would
spective, it’s worth the
rather see the problemextra $5 to know that a
atic properties be dealt
t’s a constant struggle.
code inspector has come
with on a case-by-case
to your home and the
basis.
You’ve got two things
toilet is working, the
Andriana Bicanin, a
going on — students
electrical system is safe
junior from Wilmette
and the locks on the
studying English, had
having too much fun and
doors are functional.”
her first rental experitearing (properties) up or ence in Carbondale last
Candidate Pepper
Holder said he believes
landlords not fixing things. year when she moved
the city should adopt
off-campus.
— Tom Grant
an inspection policy
She said she contacted
manager, Building and Neighborhood Services
similar to Oak Park, a
the city’s code enforceChicago suburb.
ment office and they came out right away.
“As mayor of Carbondale, just by ensur- However, the repairs necessary on her house
ing the enforcement of building codes as —including a new roof — took an entire
they apply to rental housing will bring great- semester to fix, she said.
er harmony in landlord-tenant relations,”
Bicanin said she knows that there are
Holder said in a prepared statement.
both good and bad property owners in
Grant said he wasn’t sure how many Carbondale. Now she has moved into an
rental property owners are in Carbondale. apartment under a new owner that is wonHe said a few years ago, the city sent derful, she said.
out a notice to more than 600 rental
“We need more options that aren’t so
property owners about lease changes the expensive,” she said. “They don’t need to be
council approved.
these penthouses. They need to be affordPatty Pieczka is one of those prop- able but decent to live in. We are college
erty owners. Being a property owner with students, but even we have standards.”
only a few rental properties, Pieczka said
andrea_zimmermann@dailyegyptian.com
she wished the city could make a dis536-3311 ext. 274
tinction between the smaller landlords
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THEIR WORD

Refugee crisis: Iraqis deserve better
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

I

n the run-up to the Iraq war, American officials
feared that invading Iraq could trigger a massive humanitarian crisis. It was one of the few
predictions the Bush team got right — even though
it has taken nearly four years for the emergency to
develop.
The United States planned to respond with
humanitarian aid after its 2003 invasion. That
type of effort wasn’t needed then, but it is now.
Unfortunately, President Bush has been shamefully
slow to act. The result is being called the world’s
fastest-growing refugee crisis.
The United States invaded Iraq without a viable
plan to stabilize it. The resulting chaos makes it our
responsibility to do more now to aid the civilian victims of the fighting.
An estimated 1.8 million Iraqis who fled sectarian violence are displaced in their own country.
An additional 2 million refugees are in neighboring countries, primarily Syria and Jordan. And the
International Organization for Migration predicts
that 1 million more Iraqis could become refugees
this year.
A rush of recent news stories and Capitol Hill
hearings may leave the wrong impression that
this flow of people is a flash occurrence. But it has
grown apace with sectarian fighting for at least a
year, since the Feb. 2006 bombing of a Shiite shrine
in the town of Samarra. And it is worsening still,
though not in ways getting enough attention.
Most refugees in other areas of the world end
up in rural camps that are tended to by U.N. agen-

cies and international nongovernmental organizations. Those are appealing sites for media coverage
because they are in accessible, centralized locales.
The Iraqi refugees in Syria and Jordan are
mainly in urban areas. The ones with money pay for
lodging until their cash runs out. The poor settle in
dilapidated housing that is usually unfit for habitation.
The situation also is getting worse by the day for
those who are displaced inside Iraq.
The lack of clean water and a sanitary system
has led many people to drink from rivers. (The
Iraqi Ministry of Water Resources reports that only
about 32 percent of Iraqis have access to potable
water and 19 percent to a decent sewage system.)
Waterborne diseases are on the rise, including cases
of diarrhea among children.
As the numbers of the displaced have increased,
more stable communities in Iraq are restricting
entrance of new arrivals to ease the burden on their
battered infrastructure. Rising rents due to greater
demand make shelter even harder to get.
Many children are missing school to take jobs
that bring in a trickle of income to their families;
women and girls are being forced into prostitution,
and boys are joining militias. Children and adults
are suffering from the illnesses and malnutrition
that often accompany these circumstances.
This is not the life that the Bush administration
said it would bring about for Iraqis after ousting the
brutal Saddam Hussein. Yet it is the life hundreds
of thousands now lead.
Officials announced last week that 7,000 Iraqi
refugees would be allowed to enter the United

States over the next seven months. That’s about 15
times better than previous U.S. policy, but it is still
tragically insufficient, considering the numbers.
The United States could create more refugee and
immigrant slots, temporary or permanent, for those
who have left that country and for those still in Iraq
too. More help is especially owed
Iraqis who risked their lives to
work for Americans.
There is a model. During the
Kosovo crisis of the late-1990s, the
United States and other Western
nations arranged for temporary
resettlement of Kosovar refugees
to ease the strain on neighboring
Macedonia and Albania. Most
of those Kosovars returned home
after the crisis had passed.
The United States also needs to
ante up more aid money. In 2006,
it gave at least $35 million toward
assisting Iraqis who have fled. U.S.
officials now will give an initial
$18 million more in aid toward
a new $60 million request by the
United Nations for assistance to Iraqis. These sums
are good, but not enough.
The United States is not an innocent bystander
to the humanitarian crisis. Our nation set the stage
for sectarian warfare to explode in Iraq. We are
obliged to help its victims.

This is not
the life that
the Bush
administration
said it would
bring about
for Iraqis after
ousting the
brutal Saddam
Hussein.

This editorial appeared in the
Philadelphia Inquirer on Wednesday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Motivation money could
have been better spent
DEAR EDITOR:
Shame on this university and its frivolous
spending! Spending $20,000 on motivational
speakers is absurd in the face of so many
laid-off graduate assistants and deferred
facilities maintenance. Let’s look at what
$20,000 could do that would make a differ-

It takes us all
DEAR EDITOR:
It’s our problem. Enrollment is dropping and as students, it is our problem. All
I seem to hear anymore is people complaining about what the administration is
doing wrong. The reality behind this is that
our costs are going up, our library is trashed
and we’ll never see the improvements.
All the finger pointing is getting
nowhere, fast.

ence in the actual education of students. On
my estimation, it could hire two half-time
graduate assistants, purchase 31 new Dell
computers (assuming no discount) or pay
for any number of books. I suspect we could
even make a big bonfire with money that
would draw more than 50 people. At least it
did not go toward another football stadium!
All this occurs in the face of raising fees and
tuition on incoming freshmen and graduate students. I might have written my first

sentence too quickly, as I doubt that this university has the capacity to feel shame. I hope
that Beck and Associates Corporate Training
Solutions use this money better than SIUC.
Although, I doubt they will. I am someone
who feels that being a student at a university
is a type of citizenship, not a type of business
relationship. Therefore, anger is justified. I
hope others join me in my anger.

As students of a university, we have a
responsibility to its future. The administration fulfills its duties with long-term planning. As students, we can also do our part.
We go through the day-to-day grind of
student life, and we have practical insight
from that. We have an eye for improvements that are both beneficial to us and
future students.
Most important is that as students we
have the power to make improvements.
We have a student government with the

power to raise funds and the ability to
make change happen. How about we start
by turning Saluki Express into a bus system
that everyone finds useful?
No one wants to see fees keep going up,
but so long as enrollment keeps falling, that
is our only future. If the administration
can’t change course, then we simply have to
take charge and do it for ourselves.

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

“

Justin Bell
doctoral student in philosophy

Tom Heller
sophomore studying
mechanical engineering

WORDS OVERHEARD
If there was as much market as everyone claims there is for a
smoke-free bar, then why aren’t there any (in Carbondale)?

”

James Karayiannis
owner of Pinch Penny Pub on the potential smoking ban
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USG is on the
Wilberforce and the
move for students Roots of Freedom
Demetrous White, Jr.
GUEST COLUMNIST

The Senate has spoken! On
Wednesday, the Undergraduate
Student Government voted
against the increase of student
fees and tuition. This was done
in hopes of sending a message
to the administrators as well as
the Board of Trustees that these
dramatic increases greatly affect
the student body. Many senators argued that the proposed
cost increase would do little to
improve the universities enrollment problem.
Students should
know that this is
only half of the
battle. USG strongly
encourages students
to attend the next
Board of Trustees
meeting. The Board
of Trustees is the
body which will have
the final say as to
whether or not the
proposed increases
become permanent.
This meeting will
take place on Feb. 28
in Ballroom B of the Student
Center starting at 9 a.m. This
must be done in order to show
how serious the student body
takes this issue. We must demonstrate that our voice is important and will not be ignored. I
would like to thank all those
who have expressed their stance
on this issue to their senators.
On the behalf of the USG, I
would like to thank the mayoral
candidates for allowing students
to engage in a dialogue with
them about city issues affecting
the student body. It is time for
city officials to see that students
are a major asset to this com-

munity. We also would like to
thank the Black Affairs Council
as well as the DAILY EGYPTIAN
for their significant roles in
making this event possible.
On another note, the president, vice president and I have
been attending the Illinois
Board of Higher Education
Student Advisory meetings.
This gives us an opportunity
to meet and discuss various
issues with different student
leaders across the state of
Illinois. One of the issues that
has been affecting students are
the high textbook prices. We are
determined to
do what we can
about this issue.
The IBHE-SAC
lead the way in
this endeavor by
bringing it to the
attention of state
legislators.
On
Wednesday USG
passed a resolution supporting
Senate Bill 327
which proposes
the elimination
of sales tax on textbooks, making them cheaper for students
to purchase. This is a step in the
right direction.
We would also like students
to know that USG has the best
interests of the student body
in mind. We will continue to
do our best to reach out to the
student body. USG will continue to encourage students to
get involved. This year has seen
great success, however there is
more work to do, and if we all
work together we can be heard!

Many senators
argued that
the proposed
cost increase
would do little
to improve the
universities
enrollment
problem.

White is a USG senator and a
senior studying psychology.

Jonathan J. Bean
GUEST COLUMNIST

William Wilberforce is one of
the great forgotten men of history.
But, all that is about to change
as America marks Black History
Month with “Amazing Grace,”
the remarkable new film opening
nationwide on Feb. 23rd. “Amazing
Grace” commemorates the bicentennial of the British ban on the
slave trade in 1807, an anti-slavery
movement led by Wilberforce.
Without him, there would have
been no end to the slave trade,
certainly not in his time. And without his conversion to Christianity,
Wilberforce might have lived a
forgettable life as a rich man’s son.
Instead, he helped give birth to new
freedom in the British Empire, hope
in America and inspiration to abolitionists everywhere.
Today, with slavery spreading in
Africa and Asia, and an estimated
27 million in slavery worldwide,
“Amazing Grace” is more than
a period piece: it is a timely and
enduring lesson on what one man
can do to stop the spread of evil.
The story really begins in
Britain, where an unlikely member
of Parliament, William Wilberforce,
courageously took up the cause
of human emancipation, despite
virtually universal opposition. The
son of a wealthy merchant, young
Wilberforce led the hedonistic
lifestyle of a college student at
Cambridge. Bored with his father’s
business, he entered Parliament at
age 21 and made friends easily.
Five years later, he had a conversion experience leading him to
devote his life to freeing those in
bondage. In 1791, his bill to abolish the slave trade failed by a wide
margin, but he persisted. In 1807,
Wilberforce released “A Letter on
the Abolition of the Slave Trade” on
the eve of Parliament’s overwhelm-

ing vote to end the trade in human
beings — a remarkable change in
fifteen years. In 1823, “God’s politician” began a ten-year campaign to
end slavery entirely, releasing his
appeal to the religion, justice and
humanity of the inhabitants of the
British Empire on behalf of the
black slaves in the West Indies, in
which he claimed that total and
unqualified emancipation was a
moral and ethical duty before God.
Wilberforce died in 1833 just
as Parliament abolished slavery.
His friend John Newton, once
one of the cruelest of slave traders,
later in life went through a similar
“born again” experience and wrote
the famous song “Amazing Grace”
— hence the title of the movie
about Wilberforce’s awe-inspiring
campaign against slavery.
Under Wilberforce’s leadership, the anti-slavery movement in
Britain developed tactics similar to
those by American abolitionists:
speakers on lecture circuits, mass
petitions to Congress, distribution
of abolitionist tracts and the use of
“respectable” women as advocates.
American abolitionists faced
greater danger, including the “gagging” of petitions to Congress, the
seizure of abolitionist mail in the
South and death threats. Despite the
differences in both Britain and the
United States, Christianity impelled
individuals to organize in opposition
to man’s ownership of man.
Slavery, of course, never fully
disappeared. Sadly, millions remain
enslaved in Africa, Asia and elsewhere. Inspired by Wilberforce’s
example, the producers of “Amazing
Change Campaign” to launch “a
campaign to abolish modern day
slavery and allow children and
adults around the world to live in
freedom.”
Bean is a professor of history.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

DE perpetuates party
school image
DEAR EDITOR:
The DAILY EGYPTIAN is continuing
to promote the “party school” that many
of us at SIUC wish to shake. Last
Thursday’s front page, Feb. 15, included
a headline stating “SIUC to turn green
early,” and the subheading “City to
celebrate ‘unofficial Saint Patrick’s Day
Feb. 23.”

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

Neither of those is accurate. The
“drink green beer and go to class drunk”
event is being endorsed by a handful of
Carbondale bars, but definitely not by
the university or the city of Carbondale.
The majority of students will not even
participate in the event. They will be
busy with coursework, jobs, families and
other activities.
The Feb. 20 op-ed page continues
the free promotion of the event, with
a column by Andy Fruth entitled
“Carbondale turns green.” Again, this

is not a Carbondale-wide event, nor is it
an SIUC event, but Fruth’s article treats
it as such. The DAILY EGYPTIAN should
be more careful not to equate local bar
promotions with SIUC activities.
I for one am glad that I don’t teach
on Friday, but I trust that my students
have enough respect for their instructors, their classmates and themselves
not to come to class drunk.

The D AILY E GYP TIAN is published
by the students of Southern Illinois
University.
Offices are in the Communications
Building, Room 1259, at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale,
Carbondale, IL 62901. Walter Jaehnig,
fiscal officer. First copy is free;
each additional copy 50 cents. Mail
subscriptions available.

E D I TO R I A L P O L I C Y
O UR W ORD is the consensus of the
D AILY E GYPTIAN Editorial Board on
local, national and global issues
affecting the Southern Illinois
University community. Viewpoints
expressed in columns and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect those of
the D AILY E GYPTIAN .

Bryan K. Crow
associate professor,
speech communication

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department.
OTHERS include hometown.

• Letters and guest columns can be sent to
voices@dailyegyptian.com.
• We reserve the right to not publish any letter
or guest column.
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Fahran Robb, a senior from Pinckneyville studying agricultural systems, has been named to the
2007 USA Today All-USA College Academic Team. This is the second year in a row she made the team.

Queen of the classroom
Student named to USA Today academic team for second time
Sarah Lohman
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Fahran Robb is on a mission,
and USA Today knows it.
Robb,
a
senior
from
Pinckneyville studying agricultural systems, was among 80 students from across the country to
be named to the 2007 USA Today
All-USA College Academic Team
this month.
It was the second year in a
row she was named to one of the
teams.
Of the 613 total winners since
2001, only 16 students have been
repeat winners.
Robb was recommended for
the award by Gary Minish, the
College of Agricultural Sciences
dean.
Minish said he nominated her
because the award is based on
academics and professional leadership skills.
“She’s on a mission to do whatever she does really well,” he said.
“She’s that kind of student. She’s
very complete.”
The list of Robb’s accomplishments has grown since she came
to SIUC in 2003. She majors in
both agricultural information and
political science, and minors in

speech communication, environ“After I finish graduate school,
mental studies and agribusiness I will hopefully be working in
economics — all while maintain- Washington D.C., on agricultural
ing a 4.0 GPA.
and environmental policy issues,”
She is also the president of Robb said. She hopes to work with
the agricultural student advisory renewable fuels.
council, the president of Alpha
Applicants for the USA Today
Zeta — a professional agriculture award are judged on grades, acafraternity — and has
demic rigor, leaderlogged more than
ship, activities and an
550 hours with the
essay describing their
he’s on a
Saluki
Volunteer
most
outstanding
Corp, among numermission to do intellectual endeavor
ous other activities.
in college.
whatever she
Robb said the
Robb’s essay dealt
award encourages
does really well. with ethanol research.
her to work even
Laurie Bell, the
She’s that kind
harder toward her
assistant director of
career goals.
of student. She’s the University Honors
She plans to attend
program, said the provery complete.
graduate school after
gram identified Robb
— Gary Minish her freshmen year and
she graduates in May,
College of Agricultural
and is applying for a
Sciences dean really started workjoint degree in law
ing with her towards
and agribusiness economics, she major scholarship opportunities
said.
when she was a sophomore.
Her top choices are Yale and
“She’s certainly special. She’s
Cornell.
taken initiative on her own to
Robb interned at the USDA prepare a resume that’s extremely
Foreign Agricultural Service impressive and that merits recin Washington, D.C., over the ognition on a national scale,”
summer where she wrote two Bell said.
white papers, which are used
sarah_lohman@dailyegyptian.com
to inform individuals making
536-3311 ext. 255
policy decisions.
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The Rev.
Joseph Brown,
director of
Black American
Studies, jokes
about his
day after
passing out
his response
to a report on
the status of
the program
Thursday in his
Faner Hall office.
A NTHONY S OUFFLÉ
D AILY E GYPTIAN

BAS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

The internal review — conducted by SIUC faculty members from
other departments — said the program needed stronger leadership
and a clearer mission statement.
Brown applauded the external
review as having accurately assessed
the program and said it brought to
light problems the program faces
of which he was unaware. He said

HIP HOP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Bush doesn’t like black people or
Jadakiss saying why did Bush knock
down the towers?” Kitwana said.
He said increasing amounts of
young people of all races are attracted to hip hop because, in its truest
form, it portrays a message about
society.
“American society has failed
young people, and it doesn’t look for
ways to incorporate them into society but to view them as problems,”
he said.
“As society has done that, hip
hop has embraced young people and

he did not agree with the internal
review’s assessment of the program,
but was pleased it recognized the
need for more resources.
Brown said he has worked the
past 10 years to keep the program
afloat. He said he hopes the assessments will lead to increased funding, more faculty and the creation
of a BAS major.
“I’m very positive about both
of those reports because even our
worst critics admit that we need a

major and more resources,” Brown
said.
Vaux was out of the office and
unavailable for comment.
William Shoup, professor of
plant, soil and agricultural systems,
was among three SIUC reviewers that worked on the internal
report. He said BAS has contributed greatly to its students and the
local community.
He said the current BAS faculty
carry a large workload and need

more assistance, but not necessarily
more faculty members. The program needs to be embraced by the
university more and provided with
increased resources, he said.
External reviewers Vernon
Williams and William Nelson did
not return calls for comment.
Black
Affairs
Council
Coordinator Kevin Winstead said
the university has had problems
enrolling and retaining black students on this campus. He said an

expansion of the BAS program
could help curb this problem, and
additional resources would boost
student participation.
“Our university says they want
increased recruiting, increased
retention, but then they turn
around and slim down programs
like the Black American Studies,”
Winstead said.

given young people the tools to survive within American society.”
He said these tools include a
much-needed cynicism and perspective that hip hop provides. He said
he found an example of this in a
young woman he spoke with from
an affluent area of California.
“As a young white girl growing
up in an elite American society, she
had this belief that the government
is always going to be right and is
never going to mislead you, but listening to hip hop made her begin to
challenge the idea,” he said.
Letrent Catchings, an undecided
freshman from Champaign, said hip
hop artists do have power over their

listeners, and they should keep this
in mind.
“If a rapper says something, they
may get the kids to think about
it and dig for their own answers
instead of something somebody
throws to them,” he said.
“A lot of people are only in it for
the money, but you’ve got to have the
message, something that people can
think about. They’ll say something,
but three minutes later you’re going
to forget it.”
He said most popular artists lack
this message because they want to
sell records.
“Most of it is what America
wants,” he said. “They’ll buy into

riding big, I got rims, I got all this,
because its got a catchy beat; people
buy into that. They don’t want to
hear what other people have to say if
it goes against the grain.”
Necolby Harris, a sophomore
from Chicago studying business and
administration, said a variety of people appreciate hip hop simply because
it is good musical expression.
“It’s speaking your mind basically, and everybody can respect that,”
she said.
“If people come out there and be
real with themselves and it sounds
good and you can dance to it, that’s
just a lot of things we have in common.”

Valerie Rieben, an undecided
freshman from McHenry, said she
listens to hip hop when she is out
dancing or getting ready to go out.
“I like how you can dance to it,”
she said. “I don’t really listen to the
words, I just kind of listen to the
beat.”
Even so, she said all kinds of
people embrace hip hop for its message as well.
“I think they understand what
the artist is saying,” she said. “People
can relate if you’re black or white. It
doesn’t really matter.”

ryan_rendleman@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 268

sean_mcgahan@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 254
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by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

By Linda Black

Girls and Sports

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

John and the Giraffe

by Marc Chyba

Today’s Birthday (02-23-07). This
year you’ll be able to concentrate your
attention wonderfully. Although you’re
still interested in just about everything,
you can get specific. This will save you
lots of time and increase your effectiveness.
To get the advantage, check the day’s
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) - Today
is a 7 - Getting the money’s relatively
easy this time. Holding onto it is the
challenge. Don’t hide it in your favorite
places. Try something more secure.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Today is
an 8 - You’re good at setting long-term
goals, and seeing them through to fruition. Convince the others to follow your
lead and you won’t have to do it alone.
It’ll be more fun with a team.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is
an 8 - Allow the others to offer up their
best arguments. Use their imaginations
to fine-tune your proposal.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is
an 8 - Others come to you with all sorts
of wants and needs. Empower them to
be responsible, and learn how to solve
their own problems.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 7
- Your quick thinking and decisive action
is making a good impression. Continue
to figure out what’s needed and speedily
provide it.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is a
7 - You’d better be taking notes, because
there’s a test coming up soon. You’ll be

asked to show how your recent excursion leads to money coming in. Tell them
it helped clear your mind.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Today is
a 5 - One of the reasons you save your
money is to spend in bigger amounts.
Travel is a good way to do that, but don’t
launch immediately. Well, don’t go very
far.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 - Today is
a 7 - The right person will inspire you
to save more of your money, and shop
around for better deals. This sometimes
feels like nagging, but it’s good for you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Today is an 8 - Settle into a routine you
enjoy, and let old worries fade. This will
become second nature in no time at all.
It’s a comfortable place to be.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Today is
an 8 - Soon, you’ll be anxious to get back
to work. You’ll be quick and efficient.
Trust that this will happen. Set up to
work over the weekend, and don’t worry.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Today
is a 5 - This is more a time of outgo than
income, as you may have noticed. That
will all change later. In the meantime,
exercise patience.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today
is a 7 - More research is required, and
you’re the one to do it. You have the best
chance of finding what’s need in the
least possible time.

(c) 2007, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune

by nikki proctor

College and Cats

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

Sudoku

By Michael Mepham

ZALEH
Level: 1

2

3

4
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

VEVER

Solution
puzzle
Solution to
to Thursday’s
Wednesday’s
puzzle

RAWHOR
www.jumble.com

SHRAID
Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

A:

“

Yesterday’s
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
© 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

12/28/06

”

IN

(Answers tomorrow)
CUBIT
POUCH
BROKEN
COMPEL
Jumbles: LOUSY
IRATE
CANYON
WALLOP
Whenthe
themodel
diner felt
said,
“Well
he wasn’t
after
thedone,”
long fashion
Answer: How
praising
THE COOK
show
——
“WORN”
OUT

Pulse

Gloria Bode says there are
even more Oscar picks from
the reviewers online!

DA I LY E G Y P T I A N

Movies/Pop Culture/Video Games
www.siude.com / pulse
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‘Virtua Fighter 5’ unstoppable
Wayne Utterback
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Virtua Fighter 5
Platform: Playstation 3
Release Date: 2/21/07

“Virtua Fighter 5” for Playstation 3 is a
grand foray of fighting with a deep battle
system and an endless supply of enviable
entertainment.
While Playstation 3 has truly been the
ridicule of many gamers over a lack of great
titles, “Virtua Fighter 5” provides one of
the few must-have games for the console. It
comes one week before Namco releases their
highly acclaimed “Tekken 5” for download on
Playstation 3. It’s a good time to be a fighting
game fan.
“Virtua Fighter 5” brings back everything
fans loved about the last game, while making
tweaks and adjustments that only give the
game more depth and sustainability.
There are 17 fighters to choose from, each
with their own distinctive style.
Two new characters have been added to
the mix, Eileen and El Blaze. Eileen is basically a clone of Jun from “Tekken 2,” but her
style is unpredictable and varied mostly using
powerful kicks.
El Blaze, who is pure lucha libre, looks like
he came straight out of the WWE. Unlike the
lethargic lucha libre wrestler from “Dead or
Alive 4,” “Virtua Fighter” presents El Blaze
with a large bank of aerial and grappling
maneuvers that shine on screen.
Speaking of things that shine on screen,
“Virtua Fighter 5” is a gorgeous game to
behold. Running at a peak of 720p in high
definition, it looks amazing. The stages look
impressive and the characters look great, each
having a look and style of their own. While
the stages are still mostly large squares, each
offer collapsible walls or very large painful

fences to slam your opponent against. Even
more fun is the specialized maneuvers that
actually use the wall. El Blaze pushes off the
wall before dropping a rival on their head, its
brutal stuff.
The fighting is pitch-perfect in “Virtua
Fighter 5,” maintaining an emphasis on
defense. Instead of being all about combos
like games such as “Tekken” or “Soul Calibur,”
“Virtua Fighter 5” makes you think out every
move you make. One slip up and you’ll be paying dearly for it.
With such well-rounded game play, Sega
only added more depth to battling. Now players can use what are called defensive moves
and offensive moves. Defensives moves allow
players to shift left or right to avoid oncoming
attacks while offensive moves allow players to
lunge to the side of their opponent, opening
up the possibility of sneaking
under the opponent’s
defenses. With these
additions, it makes
every fight like a
game of
cat and
mouse,
where luring your rival
becomes crucial
to pulling out a
win.
Buffering the
game play is the
quest mode, which
returns from the
previous “Virtua
Fighter.” Players
have a map of arcades to
choose from where they
can battle against computer-controlled characters. The
goal is to continue increasing rank
while partaking in tournaments to
unlock items and other assorted
things. It’s a good way to keep

the game fresh when playing solo.
The items amassed from the quest mode
can be equipped on characters. This level
of customization allows players to make a
fighter that fits their needs. You can change
everything from loincloths to headdresses.
Yeah, there are some odd things you can
throw on your characters.
The one thing severely lacking from
“Virtua Fighter 5” is an online mode.
Players don’t have any option outside of
battling against the computer or friends.
While the game is immersive enough to
stand on its own, some online features
would have been a welcome and beneficial
addition.
For a series that helped redefine 3-D
fighting games, “Virtua Fighter 5” only
continues the trend with a solid fighting
engine and amazing characters. Xbox
360 fans must be in pain right
now, because Playstation 3
owners are experiencing
the future of fighting games.

Oscar picks
With the Oscars coming up on Sunday, the Pulse has decided to offer up its picks
for which nominees we think will take home the coveted statue.
Ben Erwin

Wayne Utterback

Wes Lawson
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Best Picture — “The Departed”
Hands down, “The Departed” was the movie
of the year. Engaging, gripping. and excellently
told, I see this movie taking the Oscar.

Best Picture — “Babel”
Not my first choice for the win, but the fact
that it has many name actors and a story that
Hollywood loves will probably lead to its win.
Hollywood loves to pat itself on the back.

Best Picture — “The Departed”
It will be a crime if this doesn’t win.
Best Director — Martin Scorsese, “The
Departed”
After being unjustly denied for years,
Marty will finally bring home the big one
with his best film since “Goodfellas.”
Actor in a Leading Role — Forest Whitaker,
“The Last King of Scotland”
Ida Amin was a megalomaniacal egomaniac and cannibal. Forest Whitaker gave more
life and emotion to that character than anyone
else possibly could have.

Best Director — Martin Scorsese, “The
Departed”
“The Departed” is one of Scorsese’s finest
and he will finally be done justice by getting
the Oscar for his remake of “Infernal Affairs.”
Actor in a Leading Role — Forest Whitaker,
“The Last King of Scotland”
He fit the role of Idi Amin perfectly and
gave a captivating performance at the same
time.

Actor in a Supporting Role — Eddie
Murphy, “Dreamgirls”
Sure, he hasn’t been funny in a decade, but
who knew he could act? I say he deserves the
Oscar on the condition that he would stop
making any movie where he plays multiple
characters.

Actor in a Supporting Role — Eddie
Murphy, “Dreamgirls”
I was going to make a remark about Norbit,
but Erwin stole my idea. Eddie Murphy was
excellent in “Dreamgirls” and should be recognized for it.

Actress in a Leading Role — Meryl Streep,
“The Devil Wears Prada”
Dame Judi Dench is usually a slam-dunk
at the Oscars, but Streep actually performed
incredibly well in the otherwise mediocre
“Prada.”

Actress in a Leading Role — Helen Mirren,
“The Queen”
Helen Mirren will probably win this for
her role as Queen Elizabeth II. She managed
to give audiences a new side of the queen
never seen before.

Actress in a Supporting Role — Abigail
Breslin, “Little Miss Sunshine”
Jennifer Hudson will probably win, but
“Little Miss Sunshine” was vastly superior to
the tepid “Dreamgirls.”

Actress in a Supporting Role — Jennifer
Hudson, “Dreamgirls”
She was the star of “Dreamgirls” and one
of the only reasons the movie was slightly better than average.

Best Director — Martin Scorsese, “The
Departed”
If Marty doesn’t win, there will be riots in
the street. He deserves it for creating the most
fun movie of the year
Actor in a Leading Role — Forest Whitaker,
“The Last King of Scotland”
Hard to believe Whitaker started in “Fast
Times at Ridgemont High.” His performance
as Idi Amin is fierce and believable, and biopics often net Oscars for their stars.
Actor in a Supporting Role — Eddie
Murphy, “Dreamgirls”
The best comeback of the year shows that
Murphy isn’t just a shell of his former self.
Actress in a Leading Role — Helen Mirren,
“The Queen”
She has won every major critics circle award
thus far, and took home the Golden Globe. It
would take a miracle for her not to win.
Actress in a Supporting Role — Jennifer
Hudson, “Dreamgirls”
Hudson had the best debut performance of
the year and also one of the most soulful and
resonant. To be fair, this is a weak category this
year, but Hudson shows she’s got what it takes.

Veronicolumn
VERONICA HILBRING
veronica_hilbring@
dailyegyptian.com

Why is O’Reilly
even a factor?
It’s a real rarity that I get involved in political issues. But what else can you do when politics consistently make its way into music?
When I was watching the Grammys a
couple of weeks ago, one of my favorite rappers, Ludacris, won the award for best rap
album. During his acceptance speech,
he gave a special shout-out to political
commentator Bill O’Reilly.
Ludacris and O’Reilly have had
an ongoing war of words since 2002
when O’Reilly’s rants were able to get
Ludacris dropped from his endorsement
deal with Pepsi.
Who is Bill O’Reilly?
I guess he is someone not to be fooled
with.
Before I decided to write about this issue, I
conducted my research. I listened to a couple
of Ludacris CDs and forced myself to watch
nearly a week’s worth of The O’Reilly Factor.
Yes, it was as hard as it sounds.
After the awards, O’Reilly criticized the
Grammy’s for giving Ludacris the award. He
cited a song on the album called “Slap.” In a
section of the song on the first verse, Ludacris
describes feeling stuck in a dead-end job and
feeling like he wanted to kill his boss.
O’Reilly said he doesn’t understand how
that would merit a Grammy. Maybe if O’Reilly
had listened to the rest of the song, he would
have learned that the song was about feeling
overwhelmed by life’s hardships. It’s also one of
Ludacris’ most personal and political songs.
Other nominees in the best rap category
included T.I, The Roots, Pharrell and Lupe
Fiasco. I guarantee that if any one else had
won, there would have been no mention of it
on his show the next day.
He seems to have this fixation on Ludacris.
He uses every opportunity to say how Ludacris
is corrupting the youth.
But he doesn’t talk about how Ludacris has
never sold drugs, never been to jail, owns his
own label and created a charity foundation. He
said that he believes that listening to rap music,
such as Ludacris’, can lead young children into
a lifestyle of destruction that can ruin them for
years to come.
I’m living proof of that contradiction. My
friends and I grew up listening to my brother
blasting what was labeled as the most offensive
music on the planet: N.W.A, Snoop Doggy
Dogg and Tupac. But we also had parents and
teachers who taught us discipline and values.
No song or lyric can change that.
O’Reilly has said, and I quote, “This rap
stuff has destroyed music.”
What?
Who is he to say something has destroyed
anything? He’s obviously one of those music
critics that judges music before his listens to
it.
Since the conception of rock ‘n’ roll, music
has been considered to be harmful to the
youth.
But only since the emergence of “gangsta”
rap have we seen such an assault on music. It’s
blamed for everything wrong in every community.
Gangsta rap is the reason people are in
gangs. It’s the reason why there’s so much
crime and it’s the reason why drugs continue
to devastate many communities.
Are you serious?
Where did this notion of a rap role model
come from? How does any medium of entertainment, whether its video games, movies or
music, cause anyone to do anything?
We need to realize that rappers aren’t role
models. Then, we need to realize that people
such as Bill O’Reilly shouldn’t be in the business of popular music.
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Jury awards $9.75 million
to couple who reported
corrupt Chicago officer
Mike Robinson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — A jury awarded
$9.5 million in damages Thursday to
a husband and wife who claimed a
smear and terror campaign was aimed
at them after they accused a police
officer of corruption while working as
federal agents.
The verdict ended a five-week civil
trial focusing on Joseph Miedzianowski,
sometimes described as Chicago’s most
corrupt police officer, who is now serving a life sentence.
Diane Klipfel and Michael Casali
said Miedzianowski smeared them with
misconduct allegations and terrified
them with threats after they accused
him of corruption in 1992 while working in the Chicago office of the federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives. They said they were
so frightened, their children slept in a
closet in the interior of the house in
case shots were fired through the walls.
Jurors leaving the court scoffed
at city officials’ claim that they conducted an 18-month investigation of
Miedzianowski but never interviewed
Klipfel and Casali, and were unable
to uncover evidence of corruption at
the time.
“You run an investigation and never
interview the main person who made
the complaint?” juror Joe Karl said.
He and other jurors also said they

gave greater credence to testimony that
Miedzianowski frightened people after
seeing a tape of a deposition at his
California prison.
The couple hugged and kissed their
friends and their attorney after the verdict was announced. “I’m relieved that
the ordeal is finally over and justice is
served,” said Casali, who still works for
the agency.
City Law Department spokeswoman Jennifer Hoyle said officials
were disappointed and were reviewing
appeals options.
The jury awarded Klipfel, who
has retired, $7.75 million for violation
of her rights by both Miedzianowski
and the city. It awarded her $1 million for defamation of character by
Miedzianowski while acting in his role
as a city employee.
It also awarded Casali $1 million for
Miedzianowski’s violation of his rights
while acting as a city employee.
Their attorney, Sally H. Saltzberg,
said the city would have to pay the entire
$9.75 million because Miedzianowski
is believed to have no money. She said
the couple’s attorneys would ask the
court to award them fees of about $1
million.
Miedzianowski was convicted
in April 2001 of masterminding a
Chicago-to-Miami cocaine pipeline
and supplying guns and ammunition to
the very street gangs he was supposed
to be investigating.

Soldier gets 100 years for
rape, killing of Iraqi girl
Rose French
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

F ORT CA MP B ELL , Ky. —
A U.S. soldier was sentenced to 100
years in prison Thursday for the gang
rape and murder of an Iraqi girl and
the killing of her family last year.
Sgt. Paul E. Cortez, 24, also was
given a dishonorable discharge. He
will be eligible for parole in 10 years
under the terms of his plea agreement.
Cortez, of Barstow, Calif., pleaded
guilty this week to four counts of
felony murder, rape and conspiracy to
rape in a case considered among the
worst atrocities by U.S. military personnel in Iraq.
In his plea agreement, he said he
conspired with three other soldiers
from the Fort Campbell-based 101st
Airborne Division to rape 14-year-old
Abeer Qassim al-Janabi. The girl, her
parents and a younger sister were all
killed.
Earlier Thursday, tears rolled down
Cortez’s face as he apologized for the
rape and murders. He said he could
not explain why he took part.
“I still don’t have an answer,”
Cortez told the judge. “I don’t know

why. I wish I hadn’t. The lives of four
innocent people were taken. I want
to apologize for all of the pain and
suffering I have caused the al-Janabi
family.”
The military judge hearing the
case, Col. Stephen R. Henley, issued
a sentence of life in prison without
parole, the maximum for the charges.
Under military law, the defendant is
given the lesser sentence unless he
violates terms of the plea agreement,
which requires Cortez to testify against
others charged in the case.
Psychologist Charles Figley testified that Cortez and the other soldiers
likely suffered stress brought on by
fatigue and trauma.
“It eats you up,” Figley said. “It’s
a horrible thing. This is not unique.
We’ve seen this in other wars.”
Five soldiers who served with
Cortez in Iraq testified that his actions
were out of character and described
the hardships of war they experienced,
including sleep deprivation and the
lack of running water.
“I just never would have seen it
coming,” said Staff Sgt. Tim Briggs,
who has known Cortez for five years
and served with him in Iraq.
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From left: Katie Turek, a freshman studying art, Lauren Hartman, a senior studying art,
and Tiffany Cochran, a sophomore studying advertisement and communication design, draw
outside of the Allyn Building on Thursday afternoon.
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SIU pinks out
Fans asked to wear
pink to support breast
cancer awareness
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The Saluki women’s basketball
team is painting the SIU Arena
pink.
“Pink Out,” a breast cancer
awareness event, is scheduled for
the 7:35 p.m. game Friday when
the SIU women’s basketball team
hosts Evansville.
The programs for the game
will be pink and all fans are asked

TITLE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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SIU has won five games in a row
and is earning votes for the second
straight week in the Top 25 coaches’
poll. The Salukis’ 13-2 conference
record is their best to this point in
more than 10 years, and SIU has
already clinched a first-round bye in
the MVC Tournament.
The Saluki offense is led by senior
forward Carlai Moore, who is ranked
sixth in the MVC in scoring at 14.4
ppg and first in field goal percentage
at 58 percent.

to turn don pink clothes for the
cause.
The lady Salukis, along with
Southern Illinois Healthcare and
Women With Hope, is sponsoring
the “Pink Out” to raise awareness of what the Mayo Clinic
has determined to be the secondleading cause of cancer death in
American women.
SIU coach Dana Eikenberg
said the team has looked to get
involved with the community since
she arrived in Carbondale.
“We’ve been here for three years
and we wanted to do something to
try and help out the people of
southern Illinois,” Eikenberg said.
“We want to be able to educate

(about) and advocate breast cancer
awareness.”
According to the Health Square
Web site, breast cancer affects
one out of every nine American
women. The majority of those
women are between the ages of
40 and 70.
Eikenberg said breast cancer
affects anyone regardless of background or age.
“Odds are, two out of our 10
will develop breast cancer at some
point in their lives,” Eikenberg
said. “We want to do the best that
we can to support the cure.”
matt_hartwig@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 238

LAST

SIU also has help off the bench
with sophomore forward Jasmine
Gibson, who leads the bench scoring
with 7.5 ppg, adding 3.5 rebounds per
game.
Gibson said the Purple Aces are a
well-rounded team.
“Transition defense is going to be
key because they are a transition team
with versatile post players,” Gibson
said. “They have three guards who
have been playing together for the
last two or three years.”

“You can’t ask for a better ending except for them to get out
there and get their time,” Tatum
said. “They definitely deserve it.
They’ve worked as hard as anybody. They’ve been as big a part
of our success as anybody. They’ve
been a big part of it, just being
leaders, being veterans in the program, especially C.J.”

matt_hartwig@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 238

scott_mieszala@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 269
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Saluki Insider
The NFL Combine returns this weekend and the NFL draft follows a month after.
Who has the most to prove going into the combine?

MATT HARTWIG
matt_hartwig@
dailyegyptian.com

“I think former Notre Dame QB Brady
Quinn has a TON of things to prove. He had
a decent season but three of his wins were
against our military. In his final game of the
season, he faced one of the best defenses
in college football and got dominated. He
looked terrible against Louisiana State as his
team got rolled in the Sugar Bowl.”

“I’d say Dwayne Jarrett, who’s been facing
questions about his speed, I guess. But I
have another prediction: the combine will
pass, people will be raving about this year’s
workout maven, and then most people
will forget come Draft Day, which is in two
months. There’s just too much layoff between
the two.”

JOSH JOHNSTON
jstone59@
siu.edu

SCOTT MIESZALA
scott_mieszala@
dailyegyptian.com

“To me the player with the most to prove
is former Ohio State QB Troy Smith. After
a lackluster performance in the National
Championship game, he was slated to go in
the third round. An impressive performance
at the Senior Bowl and a good showing at the
combine, could shoot him into the early to
mid-second round.”

Former NBA star, coach
Dennis Johnson dies
Jim Vertuno

Jamaal Tatum
“My heart was
beating so fast
man, I was like,
these are grown
men I’m out here
playing with.
These are grown
men, we were
playing Athletes in
Action, I’m pretty
sure that’s who it
was. I was like, these dudes are old, man,
I’m like the youngest one on the court.
It was fun and I just remember my heart
beating super fast when I was about to
check into the game and I came out and
hit my first shot of the game.”
— Saluki senior guard Jamaal Tatum
describing the first game he ever played
at the SIU Arena.

Do you have questions for
the Saluki Banter that you
want answered?
E-mail de_editor@dailyegyptian.com

MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 24

Evansville

7:37 p.m.

March 2

MVC Tournament 12:05 p.m.

March 3

MVC Tournament 1:35 p.m.

March 4

MVC Tournament 1:05 p.m.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AU S T I N , Texas — Dennis
Johnson, the star NBA guard who
was part of three championships and
teamed with Larry Bird on one of the
great postseason plays, died Thursday,
collapsing after his developmental
team’s practice. He was 52.
Johnson, coach of the Austin
Toros, was unconscious and in cardiac arrest when paramedics arrived
at Austin Convention Center, said
Warren Hassinger, spokesman for
Austin-Travis County Emergency
Medical Services.
Paramedics tried to resuscitate him
for 23 minutes before he was taken
to a hospital and pronounced dead,
Hassinger added. Mayra Freeman,
a spokeswoman for the medical
examiner’s office, said there will be an
autopsy.
The Toros postponed home games
Friday and Saturday nights, the NBA
Development League said.
“He was one of the most underrated
players in the history of the game, in my
opinion, and one of the greatest Celtic
acquisitions of all time,” said
former
Boston
teammate
Danny Ainge, now the Celtics’ executive director of basketball operations.
“D.J. was a free spirit and a fun personality who loved to laugh and play

SALUKI ‘Quote of the Day’

Feb. 25

Evansville

March 1

Missouri State

2:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.

March 3

Wichita State

2:05 p.m.

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 24

Central Michigan

1 p.m.

Feb. 25

Central Michigan

1 p.m.

Feb. 28

Tennessee-Martin

2 p.m.

March 2

Northern Illinois

2 p.m.

March 3

Northern Illinois

1 p.m.
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March 4

Northern Illinois

1 p.m.

Dennis Johnson watches his
team play in 2003. Johnson died
of a heart attack on Thursday.

March 7

Murray State

March 11 Youngstown State

1 p.m.

the game. We had spoken at length
just the other night about basketball
and his excitement about coaching the
Austin Toros. “
Toros
spokeswoman
Perri
Travillion said she was talking with
Johnson on the sidewalk outside the
building when he collapsed. Johnson
was joking about getting a parking
ticket.
“We were laughing,” she said.
“Then he just collapsed.”
Travillion said she called 911 and
that Johnson never regained consciousness. She said Johnson did not
appear to have overexerted himself at
practice and didn’t complain of any
discomfort before he collapsed.

March 13 Middle Tenn. State

3 p.m.

March10 Youngstown State

March 14 Middle Tenn. State
March 16 Western Michigan

2 p.m.
2 p.m.

3 p.m.
2 p.m.

SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 23

Hofstra

5 p.m.

Feb. 24

Auburn

1 p.m.

Feb. 24

Michigan

3:30 p.m.

Feb. 25

Bracket play

TBA

Ball State

12 p.m.
2 p.m.

March 3
March 3

Ohio

March 4

Western Illinois

3 p.m.

March 4

Indiana

5 p.m.

March 9

Florida A&M

1:30 p.m.

March 9

Western Carolina

4 p.m.

March 10

Buffalo

11 a.m.

March 10

Georgia

4 p.m.

Sports

Sports
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A color for a cause:
Help the Salukis ‘pink out’ for
Friday’s game, page 18
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MEN’S AND WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

ces wild
Game will be seniors’ last at SIU
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

With another Missouri Valley
Championship in hand, Jamaal Tatum and
Tony Young prepare for their last home game
as Salukis.
And just because the SIU men’s basketball
team has clinched the top seed for next week’s
MVC Tournament, the Salukis will not be
taking Saturday’s game against Evansville
(14-15, 6-11) lightly.
“They’re a good team and I expect them to
come in here and play hard, I mean to go all
out to get a W,” Young said. “But as far as us, I
expect us to have another level of emotion. It’s
Senior Night, it’s our last night, the house will
be packed, so I mean it’ll be a good game.”
SIU (24-5, 14-3) will host the Purple Aces
for senior night. The senior guards, Tatum
and Young, will be playing their last game at
the SIU Arena, set to tip off at 7:37 p.m.
“It’s going to be emotional,” Tatum said.
“Right now, I’m not trying to really think
about the emotional side of it, just the fun side
of it, just going out and competing again.
“When that emotional side comes, it’ll be
here soon enough, so we’ll talk about that on
Saturday.”
The last time the Salukis and Evansville
played was Jan. 17 in Evansville, Ind., where
the Purple Aces fended off SIU to win, 7568.
The Salukis trailed by as much as 10
points in the second half before forcing a one
point deficit with one minute, 20 seconds to
play, but four Evansville players scoring in
double-figures, including the Valley’s second
leading scorer Matt Webster, proved to be too
much for SIU.
“Anytime you play somebody and lose to

‘‘A

nytime you play somebody
and lose to them, you
always want to go back and
beat them.
—Tony Young
SIU senior guard

them, you always want to go back and beat
them,” Young said. “That’s not how we look
at the game. We look at it as another game.
It’s just another team standing in front of
us.”
Webster, a senior forward, scored a teamhigh 19 points in the previous meeting, but
Tatum scored the game-high, tallying 29
points.
The Salukis haven’t lost since, now riding a 10-game winning streak that began
after the loss to the Purple Aces, their latest victory coming Wednesday at Indiana
State.
SIU beat the Sycamores 58-50 and
clinched the MVC regular season title
with the win, beating out second place
Creighton (18-10, 12-5), which lost
Tuesday to Illinois State.
The Salukis return to the Carbondale
after a three-game road swing at Missouri
State, Butler and Indiana State.
SIU boasts a 12-0 record at home this
season, having won 13 straight at the SIU
Arena dating back to the last regular season
game of 2006. The Salukis have gone 783 at the SIU Arena since the start of the
2001-02 season, good for the best home
winning percentage in NCAA Division I
for that time.
Tatum said he’s looking to run that home
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Senior guard Tony Young strips the ball from Butler’s A.J. Graves during the
second half of the Feb. 17 game at Hinkle Fieldhouse in Indianapolis. The Salukis
host Evansville at 7:37 p.m. Saturday.
winning streak to 14 games with a win against
Evansville in his last game at the SIU Arena.
“We definitely want to go out with a
bang,” Tatum said. “Every game is special.
Once you hear that music, once you hear
whatever music they’re playing for that particular year, you come out and give your teammates fives and all that stuff – all that’s special.
The fans out here cheering, it’s all special. I
can’t think of one (game) in particular that
was more special than the other.”
C.J. Smith, a guard, and Kobby Acquah, a
center, will also be honored for Senior Night
and appearing for the Salukis at the SIU
Arena for the last time.
Acquah transferred from Clark Atlanta
and joined the Salukis for this season, and
Smith has seen 15 minutes in his career
at SIU.

SIU OPP
Points per game
62.9
Field goal %
45.2
3-point %
37.3
Free throw %
69.7
Rebounds per game 30.0
Assists per game
11.6
Steals per game
6.6

55.8
41.3
34.2
70.5
28.0
9.3
6.7

Evansville at #13 SIU
(14-15, 6-11) (24-5, 14-3)
Sunday at 7:37 p.m.
UE OPP
Points per game
67.8
Field goal %
45.4
3-point %
39.6
Free throw %
73.3
Rebounds per game 31.1
Assists per game
14.0
Steals per game
4.8

See LAST, Page 18

66.8
43.5
34.0
70.2
32.8
13.4
6.1

Salukis can clinch share
of conference title Friday
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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SIU sophomore forward Jasmine Gibson takes part in skills practice Thursday
morning in the Arena. The team practiced for today’s home game against Evansville.

Evansville at SIU
(16-10, 9-6) (17-9, 13-2)
Friday at 7:35 p.m.
SIU OPP
Points per game
65.5
Field goal %
46.5
3-point %
33.6
Free throw %
70.7
Rebounds per game 33.7
Assists per game
12.7
Steals per game
7.5

61.5
42.8
34.8
72.0
30.8
11.2
6.2

UE OPP
Points per game
73.7
Field goal %
41.8
3-point %
34.7
Free throw %
78.3
Rebounds per game 36.4
Assists per game
12.5
Steals per game
10.8

69.3
42.4
34.2
68.0
37.3
13.4
7.1

The SIU women’s basketball team is entering uncharted waters.
With a win over Evansville (16-10, 9-6)
today SIU can grab at least a share of the
Missouri Valley Conference regular season
title for the first time ever.
The last time SIU won a conference title
was in the 1989-90 season when it tied for first
in the Gateway Conference.
The Salukis (17-9, 13-2) begin the
first of a three-game home stand against
Evansville at 7:35 tonight with plenty riding
on the game.
If Illinois State loses to Bradley
tonight, the Salukis will win the MVC
title outright.
Evansville is in third place in the MVC
and has the league’s second highest scoring
offense at 73.7 points per game.
“They can blow you out of the gym.They’re
that good,” SIU coach Dana Eikenberg said.
“We have a great respect for them.”

‘‘T

hey can blow you out
of the gym. They’re
that good. We have a great
respect for them.
— Dana Eikenberg
SIU head coach

The Purple Aces’ leading scorer is junior
guard/forward Rebekah Parker at 14.6 points
per game. Parker is fifth in the conference
in scoring.
Eikenberg said the final three games of
the season are equally important despite the
fact that Evansville has the best record of the
Salukis’ remaining opponents.
“Evansville, Missouri State and Wichita
State are going to bring their best in here and
I wouldn’t expect anything less from them,”
Eikenberg said.
See TITLE, Page 18

